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ABSTRACT
Penn State’s music education curriculum prepares an undergraduate student to teach
music to students in grades K-12 in diverse school settings. This mission implies that each
graduate will emerge a well-rounded music educator. Such a comprehensive program runs the
risk of developing “a jack of all trades but master at none.” To combat this issue, the curriculum
requires students to focus on a specific discipline while learning the remainder of the curriculum.
Disciplines include band or orchestral instruments, voice and piano.
One issue still remains: academic requirements within each discipline are narrowly
focused in Western Art Music. This creates a musician who may not be well-rounded. Being a
“master of one” is a problem because there is a variety of music of equal relevance and
importance for music educators to learn and pass on to their students.
Take the discipline of voice, for example. In her junior year, a music education student
studying voice must prepare six pieces for her bi-annual jury (a jury is a performance in which
the student is graded by all of the voice faculty members). Generally, the majority of the pieces
are supposed to be music of the classical variety. Of course, there is variety in the time period,
language, and style of the songs; however, most art songs and arias reside under the Western Art
Music umbrella.
As much as I enjoy singing the music of Mozart and Schubert, and as much as I see the
educational benefit of singing Italian arias and German lieder, there are so many varieties of
music out there to be sung. Limiting a student in the choice of repertoire constrains the singer
from developing into a well-rounded musician because every singing genre is different in purpose
and performance practice.
This honors thesis tells my journey of studying singing in the genres of solo classical,
solo musical-theatre, choral and a cappella at Penn State. I will analyze the historical
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background, technique, presentation and function of each singing genre and apply my analysis in
the form of a recital.
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Chapter 1 Why Do We Sing?

A Brief History of Singing
“In the beginning was the voice. Voice is sounding breath, the audible sign of life,”—
Anonymous. Singing is an art form that has been present since the origin of humankind. It is rare
for one to discover a culture that does not include singing for some purpose. Many cultures sing
as a means of entertainment, while others sing for religious purposes. Some cultures sing in
celebration, while other cultures sing in mourning. Some cultures even regard singing so highly
as to believe mankind was created through singing.
Although there is no documentation, it is believed that singing originated in prehistoric
culture as an imitation of nature. Because the larynx is made up primarily of cartilage and
muscle, it is impossible for archaeologists to study physical remains of the prehistoric vocal
mechanism; however, this type of imitative behavior is hypothesized to be a means of survival.
Singing later evolved into a form of communication, as it remains today (Koopman).
Clifton Ware, author of Basics of Vocal Pedagogy, discusses singing as a form of
communication. He states:
“As an exaggerated, heightened extension of speech, elite or highly skillful singing requires
training and development of many complex skills. According to anthropological and
musicological studies of primitive peoples, singing appears not to be wholly a “natural”
gesture…an idealized interpretation of singing might be that it is a ‘supra-natural’ gesture, or
gesture above nature (Ware 2).”

According to Ware, singing is merely another form of speech. Singing requires more than a
natural instinct, it requires intention. It requires thought.
Archaeological evidence shows that folk music began in Mesopotamian cultures as long
ago as 3500 to 500 B.C. It was not until around 800 B.C. that the Sumerians notated the first
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song, Hymn to Creation. The Greeks notated sung poetry in 600 B.C., as singing was an
accompaniment to writing and dance. The Judaic culture also notated songs as long ago as 500
B.C. These songs are the familiar Psalms of David and the Song of Solomon found in the Old
Testament scriptures, and they were a significant influence on the liturgy of the latter Christian
church (Koopman).
Christianity was established as a religion in the fourth century A.D. At this time, the
Roman Catholic Church oversaw the development of Western music, and its control continued
for the following thirteen centuries. Throughout this musical tyranny, singing evolved from
unison chant to highly-developed polyphony. Chant began as a syllabic melody, meaning there
was one pitch per syllable. Its main function was for the clergy and congregation to sing
together. Next, as choral singing became more popular, chant became neumatic, meaning there
were several notes to a syllable. Finally, as chant singing became more soloistic, melodies were
mellismatic (many notes per syllable) (Koopman).
It wasn’t until around the fourth century that meter (a measurement of rhythm) was
imposed in vocal music. The development of meter was an important step in the development of
polyphony, as it was a way for multiple parts to stay together. Along with meter came the
development of solmization, or the notational method of Solfege. Solmization can be attributed
to Guido D’Arezzo in the eleventh century. He developed Solfege to be a system for monks to
sight-read. Once the monks were able to read music well, the music became more difficult in
nature and they were given multiple parts to sing (Koopman).
Polyphony, or singing with multiple parts, is believed to have begun in 800 to1250 AD.
Early polyphony was called organum, and utilized parallel fourths, fifths and octaves against the
cantus firmus (main melody). Free organum, beginning in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
utilized an expansion of harmonic intervals, including perfect fourths, major and minor thirds,
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and major seconds. Fifths were avoided as well as the semitone. Any sort of dissonant harmony
was believed to be “the devil’s music” (Koopman).
Vocal music further developed harmonically in the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries.
The fourteenth century saw an especially significant time of harmonic growth with the beginning
of the “Ars Nova” (new art) style. One particularly important development was the increase in
vocal range. Since the church did not believe in employing women, men were often castrated so
they could continue to sing in a full treble range (Koopman).
The development of solo singing began at the same time as the Ars Nova movement and
was termed “monody.” Monody is an accompanied solo song, sung with lots of embellishment
and supported by simple harmonies. One attributing factor to this development is the death of
many prominent choral composers, such as Gabrieli, Gesualdo, di Lasso, and Palestrina. Monody
eventually developed into the nuove musiche (new music) style of the Baroque Era (1600-1750).
Again, it employed a melodic line with a harmonically complimentary accompaniment. This was
a revolutionary idea for the time as it made the melody more prominent. Prior to this, melodies
were complimented by counterpoint, so both parts were at odds with each other. Now, with nuove
musiche, the melody was supported by the harmony beneath it—a very important development
for the solo singer (Koopman).
Further historical developments of singing will be discussed within each genre. What is
important to note thus far is the consistent function of singing in human culture—to externalize
an internal idea. According to Apel, a vocal pedagogue, “musical (vocal) aesthetics is the study
of the relationship of music (singing) to the human senses and intellect” (Apel 14). Singing is an
intellectual activity requiring human thought and emotion. It is a psychological as well as
physical act. Appelman, another pedagogue, once said:
“Psychophysically, artful singing and speech is the dynamic (ever changing) act of coordinating
instantaneously the physical sensations of respiration (the will to breathe), phonation (the will to
utter a sound), resonation (the will to form a particular vowel position) and articulation (the will to
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communicate by forming both vowel and consonant) into disciplined (and expressive) utterance
(Appelman 9).

Singing begins with breath, a likeness of all man-kind, and is willed into an expressive utterance.
Whether that expressive utterance was sung in 500 BC or 1200AD, whether that expressive
utterance was sung in form of counter point or monody, whether that expressive utterance was
sung as a reading of poetry or as worship to God—it was uttered with the purpose of sharing what
it means to be human. Throughout this thesis, I hope to discover and practice singing’s purpose
through all genres presented.
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Chapter 2 From Thought to Song: The Complete Vocal Process
Singing is an art-form that is both highly physical and psychological. Clifton Ware,
author of “Basics of Vocal Pedagogy” quotes Fields, a vocal pedagogue:
“Basically, it is the mind that sings, not the voice. You can say or sing only what you
think. Therefore, you can sing only as beautiful a tone as you can think, since your voice always
follows your thoughts…Hence, we must learn to sing in thought, for the tone is embedded in the
idea that it produces (Ware 17).”

In a nutshell, Fields and Ware are both saying that singing is the execution of a perceived
thought.
Ware goes on to describe the singing process in five steps: volition, respiration,
phonation, resonation and articulation. These previous steps will be discussed in this chapter, as
well as the topic of posture. Correct posture is important because it is the key to efficiency in
every step of the vocal process.

Posture
According to William McKinney, author of Diagnosing Vocal Faults, there are five
rationales for posture. He says that posture makes the actuator, the vibrator and resonators, the
singer himself, and the audience function at their best. To attain correct posture, one must always
be relaxed and freely flexible. Being free of tension is a must because tension disturbs the balance
of muscular antagonism in the vocal process (McKinney 33-35).
McKinney describes correct posture “from the ground up.” Optimum alignment would
include feet shoulder width apart with weight evenly distributed, legs freely flexible with knees
unlocked (locked knees creates tension and prohibits airflow), the buttocks tucked under gently
and placed forward (but not so far forward that the hip sticks out), lower abdomen held
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comfortably and gently, and the upper abdomen free to move. The small of the back should be
straightened and the spine should feel lifted and stretched. The chest should be comfortably high
with the shoulders rolled back gently. Arms and hands should be hanging freely at the sides and
the head should be balanced. The neck should be free of tension and lifted without raising the
chin (McKinney 36-40).
Again, posture is important because it allows the singer to function most efficiently.
Correct posture promotes efficiency of breath by allowing for expansion, and efficiency of
vibration and resonance by freeing the vocal tract of tension. Not only does posture affect the
physical aspects of the singer but also the emotional aspects because proper posture emits
confidence.

Volition
Volition is the will to sing. If music is being heard, the sound enters the ear and the hair
cells in the cochlea convert the sound to nerve impulses. The impulses are then transmitted to the
brain and sent to the auditory cortex of the temporal lobe by the brain stem. If music is being
sung, the intention starts in the motor and speech region of the cerebral cortex. Neurons connect
to the temporal lobe, which is the musical section of the brain. Nerves then transmit laryngeal
adjustments to the larynx. In essence, whatever tone the singer is intending to produce, the brain
must process it for the larynx to adjust accordingly (Ware 62).
It may be necessary at this point to briefly explain why the larynx must adjust. The
larynx, along with breath, is what creates vocal sound. Sound can be described as vibrations in
the surrounding air or a vibrating body. Sound requires an actuator (the breath), a vibrator (the
vocal folds), a transmitting medium (the atmosphere), and a receiver (the listener). Musical
sounds have an extra requirement: a resonator (in the case of the voice: the throat, mouth and
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nose). The vocal folds are the source of vibration, and they must be adjusted to change the rate of
vibration, or pitch. Therefore, the larynx must adjust to make each tone. The larynx can only
adjust if the mind intends for it to do so.

Respiration
The voice is a wind instrument, so without airflow there is no vibration to create a sound.
The primary body-parts involved in breathing are the mouth, trachea, lungs, ribs and diaphragm.
According to McKinney, the primary muscle for bringing air into the body is the diaphragm, with
the intercostal (rib) muscles coming in close second (McKinney 47).
There are four stages of breathing: inhalation, suspension, controlled exhalation and
recovery. Inhalation begins with openness in the mouth and throat. As air enters the lungs, the
ribs expand and there is a release low in the torso. This gentle release should be felt in the
abdomen, back and pelvic floor. While the diaphragm is not consciously controlled, when it
descends upon contraction, air is drawn into the lungs. There is often debate about how much
breath a singer should take in. The volume that can be taken in naturally and comfortably is the
correct amount. Taking in too much air could actually create tension and prohibit controlled
exhalation, preventing a singer from singing through a prolonged line (McKinney 48-50).
The next step of breathing is suspension. This is just a momentary preparation of the
support mechanism before exhalation. Exhalation is most successful when a singer employs
appoggio, a system in which the muscles and organs of the trunk and neck are in balance.
Appoggio can be initiated during suspension (McKinney 50).
Exhalation must begin on the same gesture of inhalation, resisting the tendency to
collapse the ribs and diaphragm as long as possible. This skill is what makes singers “vocal
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athletes.” A fit body is able to possess up to twenty percent more lung volume than sedentary
singers. This is not due to the fact that the lungs are bigger, but rather because the singer is able
to have the muscular support to control the rate of exhalation. As the singer resists the collapse,
the diaphragm will slowly begin to release its tension. It is a common misconception that
inhaling “harder” or “longer” will allow for longer exhalation, but, this belief is false. Breathing
should be inaudible and the lungs should not reach maximum capacity. Audible breathing and
overfilled lungs are inefficient and both lead to less support (McKinney 51-52).

Phonation
Phonation is the vibration of the vocal folds, the actual making of sound. The vocal folds
are found in the larynx, so it may be helpful to review the anatomy of the larynx (found in
Appendix A). Before a singer creates a vibration in the vocal tract, it is necessary for her to go
through “pre-phonatory tuning.” This tuning process involves positioning the vocal folds and
thinking of the sound to be sung. Pre-phonatory tuning is important, because, as discussed
earlier, the thought of making sound is what cues the laryngeal muscles to adjust.
It is important to note that the voice is a myoelastic and aerodynamic phenomenon. This
means that the muscles stretch (in particular, the vocal folds) and air moves across these muscles
creating sound. Sound is created by vibration of the vocal folds, a result of the Bernoulli
principle. The Bernoulli principle states that “when a gas or liquid is in motion, it exerts less than
its normal pressure upon its surrounding environment.” In context of the voice, when air (a gas) is
blown between the vocal folds, it decreases the pressure. This pressure is what pulls the folds
together (for a visual aid on this, hold out two pieces of paper about three inches apart and blow
between them. They will, in fact, be pulled together by the breath pressure). When the vocal folds
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vibrate, they vibrate in a wave-like motion, known as the vertical phase difference (McKinney
76).
The cricoarytenoid muscles are what make the thryoarytenoids vibrate to begin with. The
posterior cricoarytenoids are responsible for abduction (the opening of the glottis for breathing)
and the lateral cricoarytenoids are responsible for adduction (bringing the vocal processes
together for medial compression). Other muscles that aid in the process of adduction are the
transverse arytenoid and the oblique arytenoid muscles. To have a firm closure of the glottis and
to reduce the flow of air, it is necessary for all of the above muscles to function in tandem (Miller
253).
Once air has passed through the vocal folds, they stretch to produce a certain pitch in a
certain register (register can be defined as a category or quality of sound). The length and
thickness of the vocal folds determines what register the voice is in (McKinney 93). If the vocal
folds have little elongation and thicker mass, the voice will sound more “chest” dominant. With
thick vocal folds we often find large amplitudes of vibration and firm closure of the glottis.
These characteristics are what make chest voice appropriate for low frequencies, rich in sound
and louder in volume (Miller 136).
When longitudinal tension is increased, the amplitude of vocal fold vibration decreases.
This creates more of a falsetto tone, known as head voice. The conditions needed for head voice
are longitudinal tension in conjunction with medial compression. The longitudinal tension is
what elongates the vocal folds and, of course, makes them tenser and thinner. The glottis does
not open as widely, nor close as firmly, because the amplitudes are small. Therefore, there is no
vertical phase difference when the glottis opens and closes and when the top of the vocal folds
opens and closes. Contraction of the inter-arytenoids and medial compression are needed for the
voice to sound strong in head voice (McKinney 98).
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The cricothyroid muscle is responsible for pitch. This muscle pulls the thyroid cartilage
forward and down in relation to the cricoid cartilage, lengthening the vocal folds and changing
the rate of vibration. In general, higher notes require the vocal folds to vibrate with little
amplitude. The opposite is generally true for lower notes: shorter length, larger amplitude,
thicker vocal folds (Miller 290). For a visual, picture the strings on a guitar. The higher notes are
produced by thinner strings that have been stretched further. When plucked, the higher strings
vibrate less. Even though pitch and registration both change with the lengthening of the vocal
folds, they do not have to change in tandem with each other. Singers are able to raise their chest
voice to higher pitches or lower their head voice down to lower pitches by coordinating the
dominance of laryngeal muscles. Simply, chest voice will always have thyroarytenoid dominance
and head voice will always have cricothyroid dominance. Adding and removing chest or treble to
the voice is a balancing act that takes much intellectual and physical control.
Another aspect of phonation that takes coordination is onset—the bringing together of the
vocal folds. There are three types of onset: the hard attack, the soft onset, and the coordinated
onset. The healthiest way to sing is the third option; as with every other bodily process, balance
is desired. In the case of the hard attack, the vocal folds are adducted prior to phonation. There is
greater pressure behind the folds, which gives an audible catch (Miller 2). In the case of the soft
onset, the singer can consciously feel the flow of breath before vocal sound occurs. The vocal
folds are adducted without firm closure of the glottis. Both scenarios can be harmful to the voice
and should only be requested of the singer to help her achieve balance. For example, if a singer
sounds breathy during her onset, her voice teacher may ask her to start a few notes with a glottal
stop. Allowing the singer to feel either end of the spectrum aids her in finding the happy
medium. If the singer has achieved a balanced onset, the intrinsic laryngeal, extrinsic laryngeal,
intercostal and abdominal muscles will all be in equilibrium (Miller 3). Such balance cannot be
achieved without the pre-phonatory tuning process mentioned at the beginning of this section.
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The singer will not have success for the subsequent phrase if the onset is not on point. If one does
not begin a tone beautifully, how can she sustain beauty?

Resonation
Resonance is “the process by which the basic product of phonation is enhanced in timbre,
intensity, or both by the air-filled cavities through which it passes to the outside air.” Resonation
occurs if two bodies are vibrating at the same frequency. The two bodies vibrating in vocal
resonance are the vocal cords and the air column. When the bodies are in vibration, the vibration
from the vocal cords is transformed into audible tone (McKinney 120).
The resonant parts of the air column include the larynx, the pharynx, the oral cavity and
the nasal cavity (Miller 48). The larynx is what creates the “singer’s formant”—the ring that
helps the singer carry her voice over an orchestra. The pharynx is the most important resonator
because of its position, size and degree of adjustability. The oral cavity is also an important
resonator because it forms the vocal tone into comprehensible units of sound. It also joins with
the pharynx to form vowels, which can be adjusted by movements of the tongue, soft palate, jaw
and lips. The nasal cavity is also responsible for forming vowels, such as the French nasal
vowels. The soft palate is what actually opens or closes the nasal cavity to resonate (Miller 56).
How resonant the voice will be depends on a few factors: the size, shape, type of
opening, thickness, surface and combination of the vocal resonators. These factors can only be
adjusted by control of the muscles, which is learned from careful training (McKinney 121). While
singing, the larynx should be allowed to be comparatively low to its resting position. One can
learn how to activate these muscles by taking note of the feeling at the beginning of a yawn or
after swallowing (McKinney 129). The throat should remain open, maintaining that space at the
beginning of a yawn (McKinney 130). The soft palate should adjust depending on the pitch being
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sung; higher pitches will generally call for the soft palate to be raised higher. The lips should
never be rigid and the tongue should be lowered with the tip against the bottom front teeth. All of
the above conditions are favorable for achieving the utmost resonance in the voice
(McKinney132). Each condition must be adjusted depending on the frequency of the pitch being
sung, the vowel being sung and the desired vocal timbre. Singers learn how to adjust simply by
listening to what positons sound most resonant at what pitches and what vowels (McKinney 133).
When all partials are strengthened in a frequency range, this is called a formant. Each
vowel has a different formant frequency. When a vowel is sung in context with its formant
frequency, the sound radiates with greater amplitude, meaning it is louder without more vocal
effort (Miller 50). Sometimes singers are told to “place the voice” in order to feel the effects of
the resonance. If one envisions the air coming from the throat and flowing into the face, then the
singer is more likely to focus the sound optimally. For example, lower pitches might be sung
“into” the lips. If “placed” correctly, the singer will feel buzzing in the lips (a result of the
vibratory sensations of resonance). Mid-range pitches are, therefore, supposed to be sung into the
sinuses and high pitches are supposed to be sung into the head. This is more of an analogy than a
literal action, as the lips, sinuses and head are not resonators. This analogy just allows the singer
to adjust the resonators efficiently (Miller 57-58).

Articulation
Whether a tone is vowel or consonant, nasal or non-nasal, it must be articulated to be
decipherable. It is desirable to have articulatory movements be quick, precise and positive while
still ending in a position free of tension. The most important articulators are the lips, lower jaw
and tongue because they are in direct control. The lip and jaw must be free from tension and
ready to move as needed. The tongue is single-handedly the most important as it is involved in
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the formation of all vowel sounds and many consonants. It is important for the tongue to have a
resting place with the tip resting comfortably at the back of the bottom teeth. The soft palate,
glottis and epiglottis are also necessary in producing the most effective articulation, though not as
important as the previously mentioned parts.
Vowels require fewer adjustments than consonants because vowels are continuants,
meaning the vocal tract can maintain a specific configuration through sustainment. The schwa [ə]
vowel (consult Appendix B for IPA symbols) is formed with an open vocal tract, lowered tongue,
and slightly lowered jaw. The mouth is generally neutral for this vowel position (Miller 70). The
[ɑ] vowel is formed with an increasingly lowered jaw and a flat tongue. It is the furthest away
from the neutral position of the schwa vowel because it requires more space and is the “farthest
back” of all vowels (Miller 71). The [i] vowel is the most frontal of all vowels. The tongue is the
farthest forward for this sound and the mouth is narrow. The biggest distinction of [i] is how high
the tongue is. The tip of the tongue should remain at the teeth but the rest of the tongue arches
upwards towards the roof of the mouth (Miller 71). The [e] vowel has more horizontal contact
between the tongue and the teeth. It is similar to [i], but [e] calls for a lower jaw and a wider
mouth shape, resulting in more frontal space. [ɛ] is also similar to [e] but the mouth is opened
into a more central, neutral position. The tongue is lowered as the vowel becomes less frontal,
and the pharynx closes slightly as the oral cavity opens (Miller 72).
The [ɔ] vowel is a back vowel, as is [o] and [u]. [ɔ] Requires a round mouth, but should
not be as open as [a]. The tongue should be elevated slightly. [o] Is formed by separated,
rounded, protruding lips. The tongue should be depressed slightly in the front and elevated
slightly in the back. [u] Is the opposite of the [i] vowel. In the [u] position, the back of the
tongue elevates, closing the space between the tongue and the soft palate. This creates more
space in the frontal region of the mouth as opposed to the back (Miller 73). No matter if a vowel
is frontal or back, it should be sung with the most possible resonance. This takes practice for the
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singer to learn how to adjust the articulators appropriately. It is recommended that singers
practice going between vowels, as this dexterity between vowel formations is necessary in
singing many melodic lines.
Consonants are sung between vowels and are articulated quite differently. They are often
thought of as “transition sounds.” In order for the voice to be most resonant, it is important to
always think of the vowel as continuous with consonants falling between. For example, think of
the vowels as water flowing from a spigot and consonants as one’s hand running through the
stream. Different voiced consonants can be used to help the voice become more resonant. For
example, the nasal vowels [m, n, ɲ and ɳ] are useful in improving resonance balance in
subsequent vowels because of the forward nature of the consonants (Miller 80). Most are also
sung as they are spoken, so it’s not necessary to discuss special adjustments of the articulators.

Registration
As stated earlier, the thyroarytenoid muscles are responsible for the register of the voice.
A register is a distinct tone quality created by adjustments in the larynx (specifically, the
thyroarytenoid muscles) in a pitch range.
Pedagogues discuss registers in different ways. Some believe in naming the registers as
vocal fry, modal, falsetto or whistle. For the female voice, the most widely accepted
classification is chest, lower middle, upper middle, upper and flageolet (or whistle) (McKinney
94). Whether a voice is determined to be mezzo-soprano or soprano affects the note classification
of each register. For example, a soprano may find chest voice between G3 and Eb4 where a
contralto would find chest voice to fall between D3 and G4 (it is important to note, however, that
this is just a general classification, as all voices are different) (Miller 134-135). In the case of a
mezzo-soprano, which I am myself, chest register is typically between E3 and E4, Lower Middle
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register is typically between C4 and Bb4, Upper Middle register is typically between B4 and E5,
Upper (head) register is typically between F5 and Bb5, and flageolet register is typically C6 and
above (Miller 135).
The “heavier” sounding the register is, the more dominant the thyroarytenoid muscles.
The “lighter” sounding the register is, the more dominant the cricothyroid muscles are. The goal
is to have the most seamless transition (known as passagio) between registers. If registers are
thought of as separate, then either the thyroarytenoid or the cricothyroid muscles may become too
dominant, creating hyper-function and possibly damaging the voice. This is the reason why it is
dangerous to bring chest voice up too high. It is much healthier to think of adding more bass to a
treble sound than thinking of singing higher notes (typically found in head voice) in a lower
register (chest voice). The appropriate uses of the chest voice will be discussed further in the
musical theater section of this thesis.
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Chapter 3 Defining Musical Genre
Different techniques are utilized for each musical genre while the general principles of
using the vocal mechanism remain the same. I will discuss characteristics of “classical,” musical
theatre, choral and collegiate (pop) a cappella singing, because all of these genres are included in
my recital. Each genre can differ in terms of articulation, use of vibrato, use of registration,
stylistic techniques, pedagogical approaches, as well as performance practice.

“Classical”
Technically, the term “classical” describes the musical era between 1750 and 1830, in
which musical forms such as the concerto, symphony and sonata developed and composers such
as Mozart and Haydn were flourishing. However, the term classical is also used loosely to
describe a genre of music that is “serious or conventional, following long-established principles
rather than a folk, jazz or popular tradition” (according to the Oxford dictionary). This allows
classical music to include music from all stylistic periods: Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, 20th Century, and Contemporary. So what is it that makes a piece
“classical?” Defining the term is arbitrary. Leonard Bernstein says the following on the subject:
“People use this word [classical] to describe music that isn’t jazz or popular songs or folk music,
just because there isn’t any other word that seems to describe it better. All the other words that are used are
just as wrong, like ‘good’ music for instance….Then people use the word ‘serious’ music when they mean
Handel or Beethoven, but, there again, there’s some jazz that’s very serious...that word’s no good
either…Well, what about ‘art’ music?...That’s no good either, because just as many other people think jazz
is also an art…Well, since all these words are wrong, let’s try to find one that’s right by finding out first
what the real difference is between the different kinds of music. The real difference is that when a
composer writes a piece of what’s usually called classical music, he puts down the exact notes he wants,
the exact instruments or voices that he wants to play or sing those notes…and he also writes down as many
directions as he can think of, to tell the players or singers as carefully as he can everything they need to
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know….Well, why is the word “classical” a wrong word? Because, you see, while there is such a thing as
classical music, it means something very different from what we’ve been talking about…it means only one
certain kind of music…a very definite period on the history of music....from about 1700-1800
(Bernstein).”

While Bernstein is correct in saying that classical music is era-specific, for the purposes of this
thesis, we are going to use the looser, Oxford definition.
In the world of classical singing, most vocal music falls under the category of art song or
aria. An art song is a solo piece written for voice, often accompanied by piano. An aria is a solo
piece taken from an opera or oratorio. Art songs and arias are written in many languages, so it is
important for singers to take diction courses in each language.
Since classical singing (by our definition) is such a broad genre, it is important to
describe the commonalities between all classical pieces. In other words, what are the defining
characteristics of classical songs? For one, classical singing is largely about the vowels. Vowels
must be pure and vibrant. One term to describe such a sound is bel canto, Italian for “beautiful
singing.” Bel canto, like the term “classical,” can have different meanings, but the most widely
accepted definition is an Italian-originated vocal model employing a clean onset, well-focused
timbre, consistent vibrato, agile movement, little-force in vocal effort, and graceful phrasing as a
result of proper breath control. All classical music should have most of these characteristics.
Classical singing is also distinct in how one utilizes the different vocal registers. More
often than not, head voice is appropriate, reserving chest voice for stylistic purposes. If chest
voice is to be used, it is still supposed to be opulently sung (as opposed to spoken, like in musical
theatre), and the transition to chest voice must be seamless, because classical singing is all about
the pure beauty of the voice.
A singer is often accompanied by a pianist in classical song, and she normally stands in
the crook of the piano to deliver her piece. Acting is vital in classical singing; however, art songs
typically are not as staged as arias or musical theatre pieces. A singer must always remember the
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purpose of singing a song. She is telling a story. Therefore, every line must be sung with
intention. Every note must be nurtured to mean something. While some bodily motion is
appropriate, the singer must not be prohibiting of the breathing mechanism and the singer must
not take away from the story. Most classical art songs call for a singer to stand remotely still and
act mostly through the face and the color of the tone. However, acting choices are dependent on
the piece and the singer’s interpretation of that piece.

Musical Theatre
According to Linda Lister, singer and vocal coach, “the Broadway soprano must now be
a true crossover artist adept in both classical and popular music idioms.” This makes sense, as
musical theatre is, in essence, a branch off of the classical, opera art form. English ballad operas
came to our country in 1735. They remained popular until a new type of show, the Burlesque,
appeared decades later. Burlesques were parodies on famous plays in the form of song, dance
and dialogue. Hamlet is one of the first, premiering in 1828. New York City was one of the most
popular locations for burlesque performances (Lubbock).
The mid-1860s saw the rise of operetta, giving fame to writers such as Offenbach, Gilbert
and Sullivan. Operetta can be described as a “lighter” form of opera: a cross between opera and
musical theatre. Most shows written after the mid-1860s were written more for comedic effect
than for telling a story. Musical comedies continued to be popular until 1927, when Show Boat
by Oscar Hammerstein II and Jerome Kern hit the stage. Show Boat was revolutionary because it
distinguished the musical play from the musical comedy. The plot in and of itself was the most
important element, which overshadowed the singing, dancing, and comedy. It wasn’t until
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Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Oklahoma, the first fully-integrated musical, that musicals became a
distinct American art form (Lubbock).
The Broadway musical was the most popular musical genre in the Western world in the
1940s and 50s, when The Sound of Music, The King and I, My Fair Lady and Carousel were
produced. These shows require more of a classical sound than shows written today, and are
considered to be musicals of the “Golden Age (1940s-60s).” It wasn’t until Hair opened in 1968
that the first rock musical hit the stage. This called for a completely different type of singing
(Broadway).
Stephen Sondheim refocused the musical theatre genre in the 1970s by producing concept
musicals, which were based on an idea rather than a story. Rock musicals soon faded, and old
Broadway favorites were revived. The 1980s saw many new musicals such as Cats, Les
Misérables and Phantom of the Opera. These shows were more about the effectiveness of the
production than the actual content. Musical theatre has continued to evolve to this day, keeping
up with the popular music of the time. Some shows still exhibit Golden Age type singing while
others focus mostly on belt. Some shows have a pop sound while others utilize a rock tone. Such
variety requires an aspiring singer to be versatile in what she can sing (Broadway).
According to Mary Saunders-Barton, founder of “Bel Canto, Can Belto” (a workshop on
the teaching of musical theatre singing), belting should never be utilized instead of bel canto
singing; belting should be learned in addition to bel canto singing. Before learning how to belt, a
singer should be conversant in bel canto (“classical”) singing, because bel canto singing is
foundational in learning proper vocal technique. A dependable way to know if a singer is ready
to belt is if she can sing a legato line in head voice, sustaining vibrato throughout.
In her instructional video, Saunders-Barton describes the registers of the female voice as
falling in a continuum called the “vocal arc.” Each register is characterized by pitch range
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(though this is more of a generalization than a rule) and by muscular process (the only true
defining characteristic between registers). The idea is that the trained singer should be able to
alternate the ratio of bass and treble at any point on the arc. This is done by balancing the
dominance of the thyro-arytenoid and the crico-arytenoid muscles.
Chest voice is typically utilized between Eb3 and F4. It calls for heavy use of the thyroarytenoid muscle (with little use of the crico-arytenoid) and the shortened, thicker vocal folds.
Next on the arc is the speaking-mix, a chest-dominant register. It starts at C4 and is achieved
with a high soft palate and larynx at speech level. An example of speaking-mix is Betty Buckley
singing “Memory” from Cats. Next on the continuum comes the belt. It is above the spoken
passagio because it cannot occur without the upper process. Saunders-Barton calls the belt “the
apex of a spoken crescendo in a mixed speaking voice.” The typical range is G4-Eb5 and above.
An example of belt is Idina Menzel singing “Defying Gravity” in Wicked. The next register is
soprano mix. This register does not have a typical range because it can be utilized throughout the
voice. The soprano mix was typical in Golden Age musical theatre; anything sung by Julie
Andrews is characteristic of this tone. The final register is head voice. This begins on Eb5 in the
soprano passagio. An example of a song sung in head voice is “You’ll Never Walk Alone” from
Carousel.
When choosing whether or not to use chest voice, head voice, or any other register on the
continuum, one must look at the emotional intention behind the music. Chest voice typically
embodies power while head voice typically embodies beauty and vulnerability. While some
singers are tempted to belt throughout an entire piece, belting should be saved for a moment of
peak excitement. Reserving belt makes a stronger statement because it calls attention to that one
heightened, pivotal moment. A singer should not decide which register to sing in based on what
she thinks sounds best. Saunders-Barton describes musical theatre as “an art form anchored in
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drama.” Musical theatre teachers are teaching actors to sing; the dramatic intention is the
governing force and acting is the first priority.
Because acting is the first priority, a singer must abandon any preconceived notions as to
what is beautiful. Sometimes the most artful singing is not defined as the most “beautiful” singing
in terms of tone. For example, Betty Buckley, “Grizabella” in the 1982 production of Cats, won
the Tony award for best featured actress due to her singing of the ballad, Memory. Listening to
the recording, Betty doesn’t always sound beautiful. She sounds desperate and full of longing,
which fulfills the dramatic intention of the piece. The real challenge for a musical theatre singer
is learning to sing healthfully while keeping dramatic intention.
Another challenge for musical theatre singers is blending the various areas of the vocal
continuum. Singers must be able to transition from speaking to singing with no discernable
transition. Again, the thyro-arytenoid muscles control the bass sound and the crico-thyroid
muscles control the treble. The ability to switch registration balance between the two sets of
muscles is the key to musical theatre singing. Isolation and control of the soft palate as well as
dexterity of the larynx are the singer’s key tools to do so. Saunders-Barton gives a sequence to
sharpen such tools.
Before doing any work on registration, a teacher must evaluate a singer for her speaking
voice. If the student cannot sustain speaking quality above a certain pitch, she certainly will not
be able to sing with a speech like quality at that level. After evaluating where a student’s
speaking voice lies, the teacher can proceed in developing the different registers.
First, the teacher must find where the head voice lies. It is important to develop the head
voice first because the instrument will be out of balance if one tries to strengthen the bottom
without first strengthening the top. The vibratory pattern in head voice also makes a singer less
susceptible to vocal injury than the fuller vibration in chest voice or belt. Saunders-Barton calls
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finding the head voice finding the “hoo” space, because the most-open sound exhibits that of an
owl. Instead of singing in this completely open, high quality, most girls move up with their
middle sound, leaving true head voice underdeveloped. That’s why it is important to isolate the
high quality. Saunders-Barton suggests singing a staccato “oo” vowel to isolate the feeling and
then singing legato to encourage smooth connection between low and high (examples of exercises
can be found in Appendix C).
After the student has developed head voice, she can work on speech level singing. The
key to speech level singing is the ability to isolate and control the soft palate. A singer should be
able to raise the soft palate, keep it raised, and isolate it from movement of the larynx. This
control can be learned from isolations such as panting like a dog, imitating the beginning of a
sneeze, imitating the beginning of a yawn (with the mouth closed), or imitating the beginning of
swallowing (without the gulp).
Next, the student should speak phrases to capture mixed voice. Saunders-Barton terms
the mixed voice as “the red carpet to the belt,” in which you “lay the track” before “running the
train.” Phrases should be spoken in the middle voice pitch range from middle C to E5. Helpful
phrases include “Oh no you don’t,” “May I come in,” “No way,” “Wowee,” “Hey guys,” “Damn
cat” or “How dare you.” These phrases are helpful because they are often spoken with conviction
and are naturally inflected in a higher tone. This takes away the focus from how high one is
actually speaking and allows the singer to speak (and later sing) high without unnecessary
tension.
Transitioning from speaking phrases to singing them is often thought of as a big leap
when it really should not be. In essence, the vocal mechanism is being used in quite the same
way. The misconception that speech-like singing takes more “effort” than speaking alone or
singing alone often causes singers to create unnecessary tension. Students need to realize that
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they are singing at the same level at which they are speaking. Singing at that level does not take
more exertion. That is why speaking exercises should not be glazed over and should be
combined with singing exercises. Saunders-Barton suggests speaking a phrase and then singing
the same phrase with a speech-like quality at the same pitch level (again, exercises can be found
in Appendix C). Next, phrases should be sung with intervals of fifths and octaves, keeping in
mind that with every inhalation the singer should be aware of the raised soft palate. The singer
should also be sure that both open and closed vowels maintain legato speech quality and
diphthongs can be sung with consistent vibrato. Dexterity can be developed by alternating
between open and closed vowels or alternating between singing and speech-like qualities. Once
dexterity and ease is achieved, the singer is ready to vocalize the “belt.”
Belting is simply extending the speech-like quality in singing. The singer is the most “on
the voice” as possible while belting. That is why Saunders-Barton considers belt to be the apex of
the crescendo on the vocal register continuum. While belting, a singer must remember to sing
with a sense of call. The palate should be raised on inhalation and should remain raised
throughout. Unlike classical singing, legato does not have to be sustained throughout a belted
phrase. Often, a long held note will begin with a straighter tone and end in vibrato. One warning
for singers is to make sure that vowels are not distorted in a belt. Often, singers will distort
vowels because open vowels feel “easier.” This takes away from the purpose of belt—being a
bolder statement of speaking. In order for belting to exhibit speaking, the vowels need to be sung
as they are spoken.
As far as presentation goes, musical theatre singing is often more acting-explicit than
classical singing. Depending on the context of the song, a variety of movements may be
appropriate while singing musical theatre. One thing is for sure—there must be dramatic
intention behind each and every word or else the singer will fall out of the character of the piece.
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The whole purpose of a musical theatre piece is to show some sort of development in a character,
so some sort of change must occur in the character in the course of the song. Otherwise, there
would be no purpose in this type of singing.

Choral
The choral art form is one of the oldest genres of singing (see Chapter 1, “A Brief History
of Singing” for more on choral history). Choirs are used in many different venues: concerts
(accompanied by an orchestra, a piano, or a cappella), operas, musicals, schools and churches.
Choirs can be composed of all children, all adults, or a mix of ages. They can be all male, all
female, or co-ed. Some choirs specialize in a specific genre of music or music from a specific
era.
The most difficult aspect of choral pedagogy is that every singer is different in terms of
range, tessitura, musical ability and vocal skill. Often times, a choir will be a mix of trained and
untrained vocalists. Therefore, a choir director must plan rehearsals in a way that reaches every
singer where they are. A choir director must also teach in a way that is not at odds with the voice
studio teaching. Brenda Smith, author of Choral Pedagogy, states:
“The goal in choral singing is the blending of individual vocal and intellectual components to
achieve a choral sound. The sound of any choir is indicative of its singers, weaving a unity made of threads
from each voice. Some, but not all, of the tools learned for solo singing are helpful in this process. Three
basics of singing, namely, relaxation, posture, and breathing, are beneficial in solo and choral singing in
equal measure. Resonance for choral singing must be adjusted to avoid the maximum acoustic properties
of any one voice (i.e. the singer’s formant) to be exposed, thus disrupting the choral fabric. Singers must be
taught how to make these adjustments. If not, conflicts arise between the choral conductors and studio
teachers. Every singer should enjoy a cooperative association between choral and solo singing instructors
(Smith 117).”

In essence, solo singing and choral singing utilize the same basic vocal technique.
Relaxation, posture and breathing are all the same in choral singing as in any other genre. A
change in resonance and articulation is necessary in order for all members of the choir to blend.
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Choral singing is about creating one sound from many parts; this can only be achieved with the
proper adjustments of vocal tone production.
It is important for choral singers to understand that at the beginning of a choir rehearsal,
they are preparing the vocal mechanism for singing in the same manner as if they were singing
solo. Warm-ups should still adjust the voice from speaking to singing, align the body, relieve the
body of tension, bring awareness to proper use of the vocal mechanism and exercise phonatory
muscles. If a choir director does not warm up the individual first, and instead begins with tuning
exercises, the individual members of the choir will suffer, just as a sports team will suffer if each
athlete does not warm-up before a game. Even though the choir is to be treated as an entity, each
member must be met where she is and able to use her instrument properly. She needs to be treated
as in individual singer or the whole group will suffer.
A typical warm-up sequence, therefore, should include the following, in this order:
relaxation, posture, breathing, and resonance. Warm-ups need not be longer than a few minutes
in length. They should not be mundane, but rather unpredictable so that each singer is fully
engaged both physically and mentally. Relaxation can be achieved with stretching of the arms,
legs, torso, neck, facial muscles, tongue, and jaw. Massages, which are significant in relieving
tension, are sometimes appropriate. Sighing is also helpful (Smith 119-121).
Effective posture can be achieved by telling singers to stand with feet hip distance apart,
and weight balanced in the balls of the feet. Knees should be loose and in line with the ankles;
buttocks should be tucked gently. The spinal column should be stacked with the head balanced
and centered between the shoulders. Sometimes it is helpful to lift arms above the head and then
release them, keeping the rib cage high. The head should be free to move. If singers must sit,
they should be as far forward on their chairs as possible. The upper half of the body should
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remain in the same posture. Feet should be flat on the floor with knees bent at a ninety degree
angle (Smith 122).
Proper breathing can be achieved by maintaining relaxation and proper posture. Both
inhalation and exhalation should be relaxed and free of tension. Choir members will often tense
the abdomen, lock the knees and inhibit air flow because they are nervous; this will prevent them
from reaching the end of the phrase. This behavior must be discouraged, as these unnecessary
tensions will sacrifice the choir from singing healthfully and in tune. Choir members need to
realize that choral breathing can be different than solo breathing because, in a choir, one may
breathe in the middle of a phrase. Phrases are often too long for an individual to sing without
breathing. However, with collective breath, a choir can sing through a phrase without an audible
break. This technique is known as “staggered breathing” and is achieved by each member taking
a breath at a different point in a phrase. Staggered breathing allows for choral phrases to be
longer in length than solo phrases. The only time when the breath needs to be unified is at the
beginning and end of phrases. One of my choir directors, Dr. Anthony Leach, tells his choir,
Essence of Joy, to “breathe early and breathe often.” Adhering to this principle ensures that the
strongest and most supported tone is always being put forth. Breathing should always feel easy
and should always be inaudible (Smith 144-145).
Resonance can be achieved with exercises that allow singers to feel sensations of
resonance in the pharynx, oral cavities and nasal cavities. Exercises can include sighing,
yawning, humming or lip trills. Any pitched exercises should begin in the upper middle range of
the voice (slightly above pitch level) and should be in descending patterns. After singing patterns
on lip trills, simple syllables can be added with a variety of vowels and consonants. It is not
recommended to begin with ascending patterns because singers will often carry weight into their
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upper registers. The upper registers can be more easily accessed once the voice is slightly
warmed up and light in buoyancy (Smith 145).
After each singer is physically aware of her own voice, it is important to work on musical
and vocal aspects as a choir. One important skill is audiation: hearing a pitch in one’s own mind
before singing the pitch. This skill is important because beautiful sounding tones must first be
heard beautifully. Choirs will always have a variety of skill in terms of audiation. Some singers
are able to sight-read better than others and some learn better by ear. Both skills should be
developed in order for singers to be well-rounded musicians (Smith 146).
Another important subject matter to be taught in the choral rehearsal is blending of
vowels. Almost all choir directors agree that purity of vowels should be discussed before
consonants, because vowels are what unify a choir in sound. It is thought that consonants are
“articulatory activities” that “interrupt vocal tone (vowels).” If even one choir member is not
unified in her vowel, she will stick out above the other voices and the tone will not be balanced.
Often times, the purest vowel is the easiest to match. Another word to describe the desired vowel
quality is “dark” (as opposed to bright), created with lots of space in the oral cavity. Sometimes,
if a few members are struggling with blend, a choir director will choose a specific singer’s vowel
to match. A vowel is matched best by simply listening to an example of how it should sound
instead of explaining how the phonatory muscles should be adjusted. It is helpful to work on
blend with a unison pitch because it is easier to hear which individual is out of tune if different
pitches aren’t serving as a distraction (Smith 182-183).
Vowels are just one aspect of choral blend. Other aspects include color, balance and
tuning. Color is another term for vocal timbre. Every choir will have a different color depending
on the members of the choir and the desired sound of the conductor. The important thing is that
every member of the choir is singing with the same tone color. Another aspect, balance, is
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achieved when individual sections are balanced within the texture. Sometimes, one part may
need to be louder than another. Often, it is the melody, but this decision is left up to the discretion
of the director. Tuning is achieved when pitches are sung accurately and consistently and all
dissonances are properly resolved. Often, singers are told to sing with minimal vibrato so that
tuning is not affected by multiple vibrato rates. Again, the principle of listening across the choir
cannot be stressed enough. Choral singers are sometimes told to “listen louder than they sing.”
Voice classification for a choir is done somewhat differently than in a private voice
studio. A choir director must always be adapting to the strengths and weaknesses of a choir.
Sometimes, unfortunately, a singer must be placed in a voice classification different from that of
her individual study if that is what the choir needs to remain balanced. This should be avoided if
possible, but sometimes it is inevitable. Ideally, a choir director should pick repertoire based on
what the choir has to offer; she should not force the choir to adapt to whatever repertoire she
wants to do. However, this situation is only an ideal and is sometimes unrealistic.
Choral music often calls for eight parts, so the choir is divided into Bass I and II, Tenor I
and II, Alto I and II, and Soprano I and II. In solo singing, voices are classified slowly, based on
range and tessitura. A choir director does not have as much time to get to know every member’s
voice, and she must consider other factors such as timbre, musicianship and stability. Range must
always be taken into consideration, no matter what the circumstance. If a singer is placed in a
section that is out of her range, the singer will feel defeated in not being able to reach the notes
and the section will suffer. Ideally, tessitura (the comfortable range of the singer) should be
considered, but sometimes a singer with a soprano tessitura must sing alto if other circumstances
call for it. For example, many sopranos are placed in the alto section due to their ability to sight
read. The need for a strong section leader may be greater than the singer’s need to sing in her
comfortable range. Timbre can also be a factor in voice classification. Perhaps the alto section is
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lacking a voice with the desired timbre. The solution may be to put a soprano in the alto section to
help the alto section achieve the desired sound. Again, such adjustments are circumstantial and
are to be determined by the choir director based on the abilities of the choir and the demands of
the repertoire (Smith 177-182).
Just as with vocal music, poetry drives choral music. That being said, choral music needs
to be sung with the same intent and emotion as an art song or aria. The difference in performance,
however, is that an individual must not distract from the group as a whole. Yes, each individual
must have an engaged face, but no single member should out-stage another. Often times it is
most appropriate for the choir to stand with arms at its side (unless music is being held in a
binder). Choreography may be added to some choral genres, such as gospel music or show choir
music, but in most cases the face is supposed to be the greatest source of acting. Anything else
will distract from the group as a whole.

Collegiate A cappella
A newer genre of singing, collegiate a cappella, has only become popular in the last
century. At the present time, there are about 1,000 collegiate a cappella groups in the United
States. Each group typically has sixteen members. According to the Oxford English Dictionary,
a cappella is a fusion of emulation and originality. Emulation can be defined as “an endeavor to
equal or surpass others in any achievement.” A cappella groups emulate original recordings by
producing their own arrangements using only voices (Duchan 477). The arrangements differ from
those of barbershop groups, doo-wop groups, or glee clubs in that they hold true to pop and
rock’s distinction of lead solo and accompaniment. Vocal percussion is another defining
characteristic, as well as the concept of “covering” songs—interpreting a performance of a song
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while maintaining close approximation (covering is not to be confused with doing a different
version of a song because a cover interprets the performance of the song, not solely the song
itself) (Duchan 478).
The first collegiate a cappella group, the “Whiffenpoofs,” consisted of a group of seven
members from the Yale Glee Club. The group started in 1909 and is still active today. The
“Whiffenpoofs” administered themselves differently from other choral groups on campus, setting
the standard for other collegiate a cappella groups. Universities that followed suite include
Amherst College, Williams College, Vassar College and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(Duchan 479).
The Music Educators National Conference (now the National Association for Music
Education) added accompanied choral singing to the public school curriculum in 1914 and pop
music in 1967. These curricular additions are both reasons why a cappella groups boomed in
college campuses across the United States. By 1980 there were a total of 110 groups, and within
the next decade that number nearly tripled to 313 (Duchan 480). It wasn’t until the 1990s that
mixed-sex groups began to form, one of which I am apart of today: Penn State University’s
“None of the Above (NOTA),” founded in 1991. The same year, the Contemporary A cappella
Society (CASA) was founded by Deke Sharon of Tuff’s University. Sharon also started the everpopular International Competition of Collegiate A cappella (ICCAs) in 1996. This competition
was a big motivation for emulation and originality within a cappella groups across the country
(Duchan 482).
One factor that makes a group original is its arrangements. Arrangements are often
created by group members. They preserve melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic qualities of a song’s
recording while presenting the song in a new light. Anna Callahan, a member of CASA,
describes the difference between transcribing and arranging. Transcribing is writing down exactly
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what one hears. While this is acceptable for an a cappella group, it is not very original. True
arranging incorporates a dramatic change in style, mood, meter, form and dynamics. Most a
cappella singers learn how to arrange through observation of other group members. According to
Callahan, “an excellent arrangement will present the song in a new way that pays homage to the
original piece while adding something unexpected” (Duchan 483).
Arrangements are considered original based on many factors: quotation, expansion,
variation and interpretation. Musical quotation means that the song has the same harmonic
structure. Multiple songs can be quoted within an arrangement, either as a medley or a mash-up (a
mash-up is an interweaving of multiple songs, while a medley is a sequence of song excerpts).
Expansion is adding new musical material. Variation is changing the relationship between the
soloist and the rest of the group. An arranger can use the whole group as a homophonic choir or
as multiple distinct parts (homophony is often reserved for a heightened moment in a song).
Interpretation is often up to the soloist and incorporates a change in melody or timbre of the
piece. A change in melody is termed “riffing”: an improvised ornamentation fitting to the key
area and style of the song (Duchan 492-494).
Besides scoring, another difference between a cappella and choral singing is the use of
syllables to imitate instruments. Before the 1990’s, popular syllables were “doo”, “bum”, “bop”,
“wah,” “oo”, “oh” and “ah.” Most arrangements were homophonic. In the mid-1990’s, syllables
such as “jun”, “jin”, “jen” and “jigga” were utilized to mimic guitar sounds. “Dun,” “dum” and
“den” are used to emulate pianos or other quick-attacking instruments. Syllable choice is up to the
discretion of the arranger (Duchan 486).
Singing style can differ depending on both the arranger and the style of the song being
covered. Vibrato is often used as a color for different types of songs (for example, rock uses a lot
of vibrato). Blend is very important for the group and can be achieved in the same way as choral
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blend (similar vowels, tight intonation, etc.). In terms of registration, different songs and
different phrases within the song call for use of different voices. A ballad may call for more head
voice while a rock song may call for more belting. The group may belt when the group is the
main focus, while the group may sing in head voice when the soloist is the main focus. A
distinctive quality of a cappella singing is that a cappella singing often calls for one person on a
part, and each part has an equally important function at all times. That being said, each member
must sing fully and confidently most of the time. Texture is important; however, so different parts
should be more or less loud at different moments. Attention is to be drawn to the background (as
opposed to the soloist) during different harmonic movements. The soloist can be ensured to be
heard with a microphone.
Besides the soloist, the vocal percussionist (or beat boxer) is another featured member of
the group needing a microphone. Since rhythm is the driving force of the song, it is important for
the beat boxer to be heard. Most beat boxers mimic snare with “kh” and “pf,” kick drum with
“doo” and “doom,” hi-hats with “ts” and crash cymbals with “ksh” and “psh.” Beat-boxing often
requires a darker timbre than singing because it is in a deeper register and needs to be heard as an
accompaniment to not only the soloist but a group as a whole (Duchan 489).
The driving force of collegiate a cappella is the love of music. Most group members are
not studying music, but rather choose to join a group for a musical and social outlet. As stated
earlier in the chapter, most groups are student run, meaning students arrange, teach, and rehearse
the music, and schedule performances. Performance venues differ depending on the school and
the group, but most groups perform for fellow students as well as family and friends. Some
groups choose to compete in competitions such as the ICCAs, and other groups choose to record
albums. Other groups choose not to perform and simply practice for the love of singing. No
matter what the venue, a cappella performances are more informal than a recital or choral concert.
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Members of my group are encouraged to dance around if the song is upbeat and fitting for such a
gesture. Connection to text is every bit as important as in classical, musical theatre and choral
singing—it is a common theme across the board. A cappella concerts are probably the most lax
in portraying song meaning as any other type of concert. Every member is deemed as just as
important because each member has a distinct role to play. That being said, self-actualization is
important, but so is group coherency (Duchan 495).
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Chapter 4 Practical Application

Preparing a Solo Piece
When deciding what a student should sing, a voice teacher must take into consideration
many factors: what range does the piece cover? What is the tessitura? Will the singer be
challenged by the piece? Is the piece too difficult? How does this piece relate to other pieces
being learned? Will the singer enjoy the piece? These are only a few criteria a teacher must
consider when choosing repertoire. It is important for the student to feel comfortable with the
range and the piece must also be appropriate for her skill level. If the educational benefits
outweigh a student’s opinion of a piece, then it might still be appropriate to continue learning the
piece. However, if a student does not enjoy singing a piece at all, the student may lack in
preparation of and connection to that piece.
Whether one is preparing a solo classical piece or a solo musical theatre piece, the
process is much the same. The first step is finding a context for the piece. If the piece is an aria,
what opera or oratorio is it from? If it is a musical theatre piece, from what musical was the piece
taken? If it is an art song, is the piece a part of a song cycle or larger work? What era was the
piece from and what significant historical events were going on at the time? Who wrote the
piece? (See Appendix D for an example of how to collect background information). Once it is
well understood where the piece has come from, the singer is free to begin the music learning
process. Dr. Spivey, Professor of Voice and Voice Pedagogy at the Pennsylvania State
University, gives the following sequence for working on a song:
1. Order the music and give a copy to your accompanist.
2. Write the text on a separate page.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Put the musical score away.
Look up words you do not know.
Learn the text by heart.
Open your musical score.
Master the text in rhythm.
Speak the text in rhythm with the contour of the melodic line.
Add the pitches.
Put the score away.

Most singers are not patient enough in this process and rush right to learning the notes. Doing so
only prohibits the singer from learning the song for its emotional intention. The music has been
written for some purpose; the purpose is revealed in the words. If the singer learns the text first,
then she is able to understand the composer’s intent. A singer must also be able to connect to a
piece emotionally herself and understand her own intent behind singing the song.
Whether one is singing a piece from her own heart or whether she is singing from the
heart of her character, it is important to go through a “NOTE” analysis of the piece. The “N”
stands for need. What does the singer need or want? The need should be direct and instinctive.
The singer must be physically capable of fulfilling this need; however, it should be difficult to
accomplish (otherwise there would be no need for singing!). The “O” stands for obstacle. Who or
what is in the way of fulfilling that need or obtaining that want? “T” is for tools. What will the
singer do and what will the singer need to accomplish the goal? These tools must be active. “E”
stands for expectation. What does the singer fear or expect will happen? What is at stake? Often,
it is essential to write notes in the score to remind the singer of her “NOTE” analysis. This will
keep the singer ever-focused on her intentions of singing the particular piece.
One step that was not mentioned in the above sequence is preparing a song in a foreign
language. Many art songs and arias are written in Italian, German and French. It is important for
serious singers to take diction courses in all three of those languages because if one is not clear in
diction, then she is also not clear in the message she is sending to the audience. It is also
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important for singers to be familiar with the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). This is
basically a universal pronunciation guide. Writing the IPA symbols into the score can aid with
learning the diction of another language. Once the language can be spoken, it’s also important to
learn both a word for word and poetic translation. Skipping this step in the process will, again,
prohibit the singer from singing with emotional intent.

Preparing a Choral Piece
There are various approaches to preparing a choral piece, many of which are dependent
on the abilities of the choir and the difficulty of the repertoire. When choosing repertoire, a
conductor should look at pieces for musical, textual, educational, and vocal value. When
introducing a piece, the choir needs to be made aware of what the value of the piece is; otherwise,
they may find little value in learning it. Singers must also be given a context for a piece, just as if
they were preparing a solo piece.
When it comes time to learn a piece, introductory strategies can be either holistic or
atomistic. Holistic strategies look at the piece as a whole while atomistic look at the piece part by
part. Holistic strategies can include “run and gun”—starting at the beginning and sight reading
through, going back only to work on a small section; “work, run and gun,”—working on a small
section first and then putting that section into context while reading through; preparing a minilesson—finding a specific concept to work on and then applying it to the piece; or listening to the
piece first and marking sections of difficulty. Both “run and gun” methods are helpful for choirs
with adequate sight reading ability. Mini-lessons work for almost all choirs, as long as the lesson
isn’t so long that it distracts from the piece itself. The “listen first” method is recommended for
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pieces of extreme difficulty. If reading ability is not present, atomistic strategies will probably be
more beneficial. This strategy involves working part by part until notes and rhythms are mostly
correct, and then putting the parts together.
Rehearsal strategies are more specific for what the director is trying to improve upon.
The hierarchy for what should be worked on in choral rehearsals is as follows: pitch accuracy,
rhythmic accuracy, articulation accuracy, textual accuracy, phrasing and dynamics, and tone
color. Notice that this hierarchy is not the same as preparing a solo piece. While text is considered
to be important, it does not come until later on the rehearsal continuum. The choral art-form is a
group effort—focused more on harmony than text itself; the group must first find success as a
whole before finding success in individual interpretation. Since the notes and rhythms are so
important in creating a collaborative sound, text is often the first thing to go if notes and rhythms
are lacking. This is not to say that text isn’t important, because it is still the driving force of
musical intent, but it is not to be treated as most important in the choral rehearsal.

Preparing an A cappella Piece
The first step to preparing any a cappella piece is to have an arrangement. Arrangements
can be purchased or arranged by student members. In my a cappella group, None of the Above,
all of our arrangements are original. Our group takes pride in that, and we also take pride in
having such a wide variety of repertoire. When planning what to write, we basically decide based
on what we like—a freedom that cannot be found in most other art forms. We make sure to plan
a balance of dance songs and ballads, oldies and today’s hits, male solos and female solos, but in
the end we go by what will sound best a cappella, and what the audience will want to hear.
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Most of the time, group members, as well as audience members, want to hear songs that
they know, so we start our song search by looking at what was popular over past decades, and
what songs are popular now. We ask what all of the other groups on campus are preparing and
try to steer away from duplication. Once we have chosen songs as a group, everyone who is
interested in arranging chooses the songs they would like to arrange. Using software systems
such as Finale, Sibelius and Muse Score, arrangers get to work on creating a masterpiece. The
following is my own process for arranging a song:
First, I listen to the song multiple times. I try to find as many versions and covers of the
song as I can to get as many ideas in my head as possible. I listen for differences in
instrumentation, variations on melody, as well as consistencies in harmony. I typically score my
arrangements for seven parts: soprano, mezzo-soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, bass, and soloist, but
this is dependent on the make-up of the group.
It is generally helpful to write the bass line first. I almost always transcribe the bass line
verbatim. If I do revise the bass line, there is never a change in harmonic function. Sometimes it
is necessary to change octaves depending on the range of our bass singers, and sometimes it is
necessary to change the harmonic rhythm if the original song is lacking. The voice part I
transcribe next is dependent on which instrument I would like to mimic. After I am finished
writing in instrumental parts, I fill in the chords with the remaining voices. It is always a good
idea to have a few stable parts if a few parts are moving. This ensures that every note of the chord
is always present, even with passing tones. I often make up parts beyond what is heard to keep the
arrangement interesting, but whatever is written must fit the harmonic context of the piece.
Simpler is often better in terms of harmony; it is important to remember that the harmonic context
is often the only part that remains completely true to the original song.
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I rarely, if ever, transcribe the solo because the soloist is free to “riff” at his or her own
choosing. The only guideline for the soloist is that the melody is recognizable, fits the style of the
song and fits within the given harmonies. The style of the piece is up to the interpretation of the
arranger, because her arrangement is her own interpretation of a previously written song.
When it comes time for rehearsal, all a cappella groups proceed differently. NOTA
requires members to have the full score in front of them. Music is taught section by section with
each part played individually on the piano. Although this process is not the most time effective, it
is necessary because most members do not have sight-reading abilities and do not wish to work
on those abilities in rehearsal. Rehearsals are very flexible and are a relaxed learning
environment. Songs are fully learned before adding a soloist, although the arranger will typically
sing the solo during a run through of a rehearsed section, giving the members a context for the
part they are singing.
Once a song is fully learned and auditions are held for the solo, the piece is fully
memorized, and the group performs in a pre-determined formation with the soloist front and
center. Although members are technically an instrumental background and words are typically
not being sung, each member is suggested to find an emotional connection to the piece and sing
every nonsense syllable as if it were proclaiming a message from the heart.
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Chapter 5 Preparing a Recital

Choosing Repertoire
Choosing repertoire for a program is dependent on the program’s function. In the case of
my recital, the function was to showcase a variety of musical genres. Therefore, my repertoire
selection was different from other classical solo recitals. I included solo classical pieces, but also
solo musical theatre pieces, a traditional choral piece, a gospel choral piece and a few pop, a
cappella pieces. Once the function of the recital is determined, the singer is able to narrow down
repertoire. Some singers have themed recitals to showcase a specific composer or a specific type
of music. Some performers even share recitals and must consider the other singer’s repertoire
when choosing their own.
Regardless of a recital’s function, there are always a few constants when choosing recital
repertoire. The obvious thing is that repertoire must be fitting for the singer’s vocal range and
ability. There should be a variety of pieces, with differences in meter, mode, tempo, form,
language, etc.
Once pieces are chosen, they should be arranged in sets. Sets are songs that are grouped
together based on similarity, whether that similarity is genre, composer, language, or theme.
There is typically no applause within sets, but only between sets. Sets should be arranged in a
way that is appealing to the audience and considerate for the singer. For example, the audience
may become bored if all of the slower songs are grouped together. The audience may also
become inattentive if a set is too long. A set that is too long could also cause vocal fatigue and be
detrimental to a singer. It may also be a good idea to arrange sets in a way that the higher ranged
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pieces are later in the program, giving the voice time to warm up with the earlier pieces. Another
consideration is to keep high-stamina pieces separate so that a singer does not become fatigued.
Appendix F contains my recital program to show an example of how a program is arranged and
formatted.

Logistics
There are many logistical odds and ends that go into preparing a recital. After deciding to
have a recital, one must book a venue. There are many considerations that go into choosing a
venue: availability, projected size of the audience, the piano, and the acoustic. One must also
decide if a more intimate or larger setting is desired. This is all dependent on the purpose of the
recital and should be left up to the discretion of the singer. I chose to use my school’s recital hall
for the following reasons: convenience of location, number of seats in the audience, desirable
acoustic, quality of the piano, and free cost. This is just an example of how one may consider a
space.
Once a time is set in the desired space, a singer must also consider who will accompany
the recital. More often than not, vocal recitals use piano for accompaniment. It is important to
have an accompanist scheduled well in advance so that a singer can become comfortable with the
pianist. If a pianist and vocalist are comfortable working together, they can develop a sense of
ensemble, which is crucial in executing an artistic performance. Before meeting an accompanist
for the first time, it is important to gather all music together in recital order, and have it secured in
a way that is helpful for the pianist. It’s also a good idea to ask a pianist if he would like a page
turner for the performance.
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Once the repertoire is chosen, the venue is booked, the date is set, and rehearsals with the
accompanist are underway, what is next? In the days leading up to the performance, the singer
should feel secure enough in her music that she can recite any line at the drop of a hat. She should
be familiar enough with the music that she doesn’t have to worry about remembering anything.
She should be living in the music enough that, come recital day, she is simply sharing an
extension of herself.
It is also important in the final stages before a recital to stay healthy. The singer should be
sure to sleep well, hydrate often, and not over-sing. On the day of the performance, it may be
helpful to sing through some of the music in the morning, and to keep the voice warm throughout
the day. Immediately before performing, it is important for the singer to take a few moments to
relax, take a deep breath and remember why she is performing in the first place. All the hard work
has been done; it is now time for her to extend her heart to the audience through song.
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Appendix A
*Images from Gray’s Anatomy, Public Domain
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Appendix B
Pure English Vowels
IPA Symbol

Pronunciation

[ɑ]

English Diphthongs

Example

IPA Symbol

Example

Hot

[aɪ]

Guy

[aʊ]

Cow

[eɪ]

Bay

[ɔɪ]

Toy

[oʊ]

Grow

[ɛ]

“eh”

Let

[æ]

“ah”

Cat

[e]

“ay”

Hay

[ɪ]

“ih”

Sip

[i]

“ee”

He

IPA Symbol

Example

[ɔ]

“aw”

Call

[ʃ]

Shed

[o]

“oh”

Toe

[tʃ]

Church

[ɵ]

Think

[ʍ]

When

[ʒ]

Pleasure

[ʤ]

Fudge

[ʊ]
[u]
[ʌ]

Abnormal Consonants

Book
“oo”
“uh” stressed

Boo
Up

[ə]

“uh” unstressed

Upon

[ŋ]

Sing

[ɝ]

“er” stressed

Were

[j]

Your

[ɚ]

“er” unstressed

Interrupt

[ð]

That

All other consonants (b, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n,
p, r, s, t, v, w, z) are pronounced as written.
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Appendix C
*Images used by permission from Mary Saunders-Barton
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Appendix D
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Appendix E
*Used by permission from Dr. Norman Spivey

Title:
Composer:

Dates:

Source:




Larger work/type
Pre-existing literary work
Edition

Author of the text:

Dates:

Stylistic period:
 Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, 20th Century, Contemporary
Musical form:

Other works by composer and/or author

Other information about composer and/or author

Text
Original language in poetic from
translation




Mark beat changes
Thoughts on character
One sentence synopsis (This song is about…)

Word-for word
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Appendix F

A Senior Voice Recital

Kelsey Hendler
Caleb Lawson, piano

Assisted by
Essence of Joy, Dr. Anthony Leach, director
None of the Above, Drew Bonner and Kelsey Hendler, directors
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of a Schreyer Honors Thesis

Friday, October 3, 2014
5:00pm
Esber Recital Hall, Music Building 1
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Il fervido desiderio
Se tu m’ami
Voi, che sapete from Le Nozze di Figaro, K.492

Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835)
Alessandro Parisotti (1853-1913)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

From Frauenliebe und leben, Op. 42
Seit ich in gesehen
Du Ring an meinem Finger

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)

Viens! Les Gazons Son Verts!
Sérénade

Charles Gonoud (1818-1893)

From Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson
Why Do They Shut Me Out of Heaven?
I’ve Heard an Organ Talk Sometimes
Going to Heaven!

Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

Intermission

I’m Not at All in Love from Pajama Game
Times Like This from Lucky Stiff
Astonishing from Little Women

R. Adler (1921-2012) and J. Ross (1926-1955)
S. Flaherty (b. 1960) and L. Ahrens (b. 1948)
M. Dickstein and J. Howland (b. 1971)

Intermission
Precious Lord
Glory and Honor

arr. Roland Carter (b. 1942)
G. Booth and P. Gray Jr.
Penn State Essence of Joy

Intermission
Girl Put Your Records On
If You Could Only See
I Want You Back

arr. Drew Bonner (b. 1991)
arr. Unknown
arr. Mike Chelus (b.1985)
None of the Above (NOTA)
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